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R&D, International Sourcing,  
and the Joint Impact on Firm Performance†
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This paper studies the impact of an R&D cost shock on R&D invest-
ments, imported inputs, and their joint impact on firm performance. 
We introduce imported inputs into a model of R&D and endogenous 
productivity, and show that R&D and international sourcing are com-
plementary activities. Exploiting the introduction of an R&D tax credit 
in Norway in 2002, we find that cheaper R&D stimulated not only 
R&D investments but also imports of intermediates, quantitatively 
consistent with the model. An implication of our work is that improved 
access to imported inputs promotes R&D investments and, ultimately, 
technological change. (JEL D92, F14, G31, H25, L25, O32, O33)

Understanding the role of international trade in explaining aggregate productivity 
remains a key question in economics. Recent empirical research has documented 
a strong positive impact of access to imported intermediates on firm performance.  
A different strand of the literature has highlighted how productivity evolves endog-
enously and responds to firms’ investment in research and development (R&D). In 
this paper, we argue that the incentive to invest in R&D responds to firms’ access to 
imported inputs and vice versa, and that both new knowledge and imported inputs 
give rise to cost reductions at the micro and macro level.

We propose a quantitative model with heterogeneous firms to analyze the rela-
tionship between investment in knowledge (R&D) and imports of intermediate 
goods. R&D and imports of intermediates are both subject to fixed costs.1 In equi-
librium, firm-level R&D investments and imports are complementary activities. 

1 Halpern, Koren, and Szeidl (2015) and Gopinath and Neiman (2014) show that a model with fixed costs per 
imported product is consistent with observed trade flows in Hungary and Argentina, respectively. It is also consis-
tent with the facts that we document in Section IB. 
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Complementarity arises as R&D on average increases future profits and revenue, 
thereby making it more profitable to cut costs by sourcing inputs internationally, 
while enhanced international sourcing in turn makes R&D investments more 
profitable.

We emphasize two main implications of the model. First, our model delivers a 
novel channel by which trade affects R&D investment and firm performance. Input 
trade liberalization stimulates both imports and innovation, bringing about cost 
reductions both at the firm and at the aggregate level. In the model, declining input 
trade barriers lower marginal production costs and raise profits. The benign effect of 
declining input barriers on the expected future value of the firm is greater for firms 
investing in R&D relative to those who do not. This is due to the fact that the former 
group of firms face a greater increase in marginal profits as a result of a decline 
in trade barriers. As a consequence, trade liberalization will induce more firms to 
invest in R&D. Our work thus offers a new mechanism through which imports fos-
ter R&D and ultimately leads to productivity gains, which may help explain why 
a number of studies find large firm-level productivity gains associated with input 
trade liberalization, e.g., Amiti and Konings (2007); Goldberg et al. (2010); and 
Topalova and Khandelwal (2011). Second, and conversely, lower R&D costs raise 
the returns to both R&D and imports of inputs, thereby promoting not only technol-
ogy upgrading but also international sourcing. R&D therefore lowers marginal costs 
directly and indirectly: The direct effect goes through improved productivity, while 
the indirect effect goes through cost savings on intermediate inputs realized through 
outsourcing.

The model is motivated by a set of stylized facts for firm-level R&D and imports, 
as well as by reduced form evidence suggesting that lower R&D costs boost both 
investment in knowledge and imports. In the early 2000s, an R&D tax credit was 
introduced in Norway. We use a difference-in-differences methodology, exploiting 
the fact that the R&D tax credit lowered marginal R&D costs for only a subset 
of firms. The reduced form evidence shows that lower marginal R&D costs had 
a large impact on both investment in knowledge and imports of foreign varieties. 
We complement the reduced-form evidence with a structural estimation of the 
returns to R&D and imports. To do so, we build a structural estimator in the spirit 
of Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2013) and Aw, Roberts, and Xu (2011), among 
others, and estimate the joint impact of R&D and imports on revenue and marginal 
costs. We explicitly control for the fact that input costs are heterogeneous across 
firms, as firms may reduce their costs by importing foreign varieties. A novel feature 
of our framework is that we can disentangle the direct effect of R&D on marginal 
cost and revenue from the indirect effect of R&D through its impact on equilibrium 
imports. Our structural estimates show that both investment in knowledge and for-
eign sourcing drive down marginal cost. A firm that performs R&D in every period 
has on average 26 percent higher revenue compared to a firm that never invests in 
R&D. If we rank firms according to their number of imported products, a firm in the 
third quartile in terms of internationally sourced products has roughly 20 percent 
higher sales than the median firm (Section IV).2 This translates into substantial cost 

2 A product refers to a unique four-digit HS code. Among the firms in our sample, the median (3rd quartile) 
number of imported products was 26 (51) in 2005. 
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differences across firms. Furthermore, the total effect of R&D (direct and indirect) 
is substantially higher than the direct effect only (Section V).

Finally, we compare the estimated impacts from the reduced form with the 
impacts from the estimated model. We do so by simulating the estimated model, 
asking how much international sourcing the model predicts in response to the 
actual surge in R&D investments that occurred in the aftermath of the Norwegian 
R&D policy reform. We then compare the import growth in the simulation with our 
 reduced-form estimates. This enables us to evaluate the importance of the theoreti-
cal mechanism proposed in this paper relative to competing hypotheses. We find that 
most of the import surge that occurred in the aftermath of the policy change can be 
attributed to the proposed theoretical mechanism. This suggests that cost comple-
mentarities between R&D and international sourcing are quantitatively important. 
We do not rule out that other mechanisms may also help explain the results from 
our natural experiment, but the structural results show that our proposed theoreti-
cal mechanism goes a long way in explaining the reduced-form results. Moreover, 
one-fifth of revenue growth among R&D starters came from sourcing more foreign 
products, illustrating how trade amplifies cost reductions from R&D.

The paper makes three main contributions. First, we develop a new model that 
highlights the complementarity between R&D investment and other  cost-saving 
activities such as imports of intermediates, and identify a new source of gains 
from trade. R&D policy has an impact not only on innovation, but also on imports, 
while trade policy affects marginal costs both through changes in import prices and 
through changes in the incentive to innovate. Hence, our work proposes a specific 
mechanism for why trade in intermediates affects R&D and productivity. Second, 
based on a reduced form and a structural estimator, using novel firm-level data on 
R&D and imports, we quantify the interdependence between R&D investments and 
importing and their joint impact on revenue and costs. One of the main advantages 
of our approach is that we are able to compare estimates from both structural and 
reduced-form frameworks. This gives us confidence in our proposed mechanism and 
in the external validity of our results. The combined theoretical and empirical results 
show that trade and R&D interact, and that our work is relevant for the literatures 
that consider trade or R&D in isolation. More generally, our work can inform gov-
ernment policy by showing both the direct and indirect effects of a specific program.

Our analysis brings together three strands of the literature. First, our work relates 
to the literature on R&D and firm performance. Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2013) 
build and estimate an empirical model of endogenous productivity to examine the 
impact of investment in knowledge on the productivity of firms, extending the knowl-
edge capital model pioneered by Griliches (1979). Aw, Roberts, and Xu (2011) esti-
mate the returns to R&D and exporting for the Taiwanese electronics industry. Both 
of these papers assume that input costs are homogeneous across firms, ruling out the 
possibility of further cost reductions through sourcing decisions.

Second, our work relates to the literature on foreign sourcing and productivity. 
The importance of intermediate inputs for productivity growth has been emphasized 
in several theoretical papers, e.g., Ethier (1979, 1982); Romer (1987, 1990); and 
Markusen (1989). Halpern, Koren, and Szeidl (2015) estimate a model of import-
ers using Hungarian micro data and find that importing more varieties leads to 
large measured productivity effects. Recent work by Gopinath and Neiman (2014) 
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also find large negative measured productivity effects from a collapse in imports 
following the Argentine crisis of 2001–2002. The empirical studies of Amiti and 
Konings (2007); Goldberg et al. (2010); and Topalova and Khandelwal (2011) all 
find that declines in input tariffs are associated with sizable measured productivity 
gains. Compared to our work, these papers do not consider the role of investment in 
knowledge. As a consequence they are unable to disentangle the effects of imports 
relative to R&D investments on measured productivity.3 Third, our work relates 
to the literature on complementarities between exports and technology adoption. 
Empirical work by Bustos (2011) and Lileeva and Trefler (2010) show that trade 
integration can induce exporters to upgrade technology. While these papers focus 
on demand-side complementarities, our work emphasizes supply-side complemen-
tarities. Bloom, Draca, and Van Reenen (forthcoming) focus on the effect of imports 
from developing countries on technology upgrading and productivity in OECD 
countries. While we investigate the role of intermediate imports, they examine the 
impact of import competition. Theoretical work by Atkeson and Burstein (2011) 
and Costantini and Melitz (2008) also emphasize the impact of market size on inno-
vation, and highlight the general equilibrium and dynamic effects of trade shocks 
on innovation. But the connection between imports and innovation has received 
scant attention in the literature. Three exceptions are Glass and Saggi (2001); Goel 
(2014); and Rodriguez-Clare (2010). While these papers are primarily concerned 
with the wage effects of offshoring, our paper focuses on complementarity and the 
returns to imports and innovation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section I documents a set 
of stylized facts about R&D and imports, while Section II presents reduced-form 
evidence. Section III develops the model, and in Section IV we structurally estimate 
the model. In Section V we present a simulation exercise, allowing us to quantify 
the effect and relative importance of the proposed theoretical mechanism, while 
Section VI concludes.

I. Data and Empirical Regularities

A. Data

Our data is a biennial panel of Norwegian manufacturing firms for the period 
1997 to 2005. The data is gathered from three different sources. First, balance sheet 
data is from Statistics Norway’s Capital database, which is an annual unbalanced 
panel of all non-oil manufacturing joint-stock firms. It includes approximately  
8,000  firms per year, including around 90 percent of all manufacturing firms.4  
The panel provides information about revenues, costs of intermediates, value added, 
employment, and capital stock. Second, information about firm-level imports is 
assembled from customs declarations. This data makes up an unbalanced panel of 
each firm’s annual import value for each HS four-digit product. Third, this panel is 

3 Goldberg et al. (2010) find that lower input tariffs are associated with increased R&D expenditures, which is 
consistent with our framework. But the authors do not disentangle the direct impact of tariffs on productivity from 
the indirect impact of tariffs on R&D and productivity. 

4 Statistics Norway’s capital database is described in Raknerud, Rønningen, and Skjerpen (2004). 
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matched with Statistics Norway’s R&D survey. The survey provides biennial infor-
mation on firm-level R&D investment and R&D personnel for a subset of the firms 
in the manufacturing sector.5 Further details on the R&D survey are provided in the 
online Appendix Section J.1. We merge all three sources based on a unique firm 
identifier. After dropping firms with either zero employment, missing capital stocks, 
or missing value added, we get an unbalanced panel of roughly 850 firms per year. 
Our sample accounts for 63 percent of total revenue and 53 percent of total employ-
ment in non-oil manufacturing joint-stock firms.

B. Facts on R&D and Importing

We start by documenting four basic facts about R&D and imported inputs, which 
will guide our theory and econometric model.

Fact 1: Only a subset of firms invest in R&D. Among the firms that do, almost all 
firms import.  This is illustrated in Table 1. More than 40 percent of the firms do not 
invest in R&D. Among those that do, as much as 98 percent source products from 
abroad. As for those that do not invest in R&D, 13 percent are non-importers.6

Fact 2: Firms investing in R&D are larger, source more foreign products, have 
a higher import share and labor productivity compared to non-R&D firms.  Table 2 
gives average numbers for R&D firms (firms with positive R&D investment) and 

5 Firms with 50 or more employees are always sampled in the survey. 
6 The share of firms importing is large because the sample of firms is biased toward medium-sized and large 

firms, see Section IIA. The share of importing firms across all firms (firms sampled in the R&D data and firms not 
sampled in the R&D data) was 64 percent in 2003. 

Table 1—R&D Investment and Import Participation, 2003

R&D investment

Importing No Yes Total

No  5.4  1.2  6.6
Yes 37.0 56.4 93.4
Total 42.4 57.6 100

Note: Percent of firms with positive R&D investment and/or imports in 2003.

Table 2—R&D versus Non-R&D Firms, 2003

R&D firms Non-R&D firms

Employees 198 127
Number of imported products 45 22
Import share 0.21 0.13
Labor productivity 606 537

Observations 480 349

Notes: Imported products refer to unique HS four-digit products. R&D firms are firms with 
positive R&D investment. Import share is defined as firm import value relative to operating 
costs. Labor productivity is defined as real value added relative to employees in 1,000 NOK. 
All numbers are simple averages across the two groups.
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non-R&D firms (firms with no R&D investment). R&D firms have more than 
50 percent as many employees, import twice as many products, have a 60 percent 
higher import share and have a 13 percent labor productivity advantage compared 
to non-R&D firms.

We also run a set of simple regressions with log firm characteristics as 
 left-hand-side variables, and a dummy indicating whether a firm has positive or 
zero R&D investment as the right-hand-side variable, while controlling for industry 
effects (NACE two-digit). The results in column 1 of Table 3 show that the cor-
relation between positive R&D investment and employment, import participation, 
import share, number of imported products and labor productivity also holds within 
a given industry.

Fact 3: Firms starting to invest in R&D (R&D starters) grow faster, increase 
their import share and the number of imported varieties compared to all other firms.  
We estimate a regression similar to the one above, but with firm and year fixed 
effects, utilizing the whole sample from 1997 to 2005. The interpretation of the 
R&D dummy coefficient is thus the log point change in the dependent variable when 
a firm switches from zero R&D to positive R&D. Column 2 of Table 3 illustrates 
that switching is associated with growth in firm size as well as a shift in firms’ 
sourcing strategy, as firms start to import a larger number of products and increase 
the share of imports relative to total costs.

Fact 4: The extensive margin accounts for a substantial part of year-to-year 
changes in R&D investments.  Figure 1 provides a decomposition of the biennial 
changes in total R&D expenditure. We distinguish between three groups and exam-
ine their contribution to R&D growth. The three groups are: firms starting to do R&D 
(including new entrants), firms who stop doing R&D (including exiting firms), and 

Table 3—R&D Premia

Dependent variable: (1) (2)

Employees 0.55*** (0.10) 0.05** (0.02)
Import dummy 0.06** (0.03) −0.01 (0.01)
No. imported products 0.61*** (0.10) 0.09*** (0.03)
Import share 0.58*** (0.15) 0.17** (0.07)
Labor productivity 0.12*** (0.03) 0.03 (0.02)

Observations 829 4,263
Industry fixed effects Yes No
Firm fixed effects No Yes
Year fixed effects No Yes

Notes: The independent variable is an R&D dummy = 1 if R&D investment is positive. 
Column 1 shows estimated R&D dummy coefficients from a regression with industry fixed 
effects using the 2003 cross section. Standard errors clustered by two-digit industry. Column 
2 shows estimated R&D dummy coefficients from a regression with firm and year fixed 
effects, using all data from 1997 to 2005. Standard errors in parentheses clustered by firm. All 
firm characteristics except import dummy are in logs. Imported products refer to unique HS 
four-digit products. Import share is defined as firm import value relative to operating costs.  
The number of observations refers to the observations in the regression with employees as the 
dependent variable.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.
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continuing R&D performers. In all periods, the extensive margin (defined as the 
R&D starters and stoppers) accounts for the majority of the total change in R&D 
investments.

II. Complementarity between R&D and Outsourcing: A Natural Experiment

The stylized facts presented above point to a positive association between R&D 
and international outsourcing. In this section, we present reduced form evidence 
that lower R&D costs lead to more R&D as well as more outsourcing. We do so by 
conducting a difference-in-differences analysis which exploits the introduction of 
an R&D credit in Norway in the early 2000s. The reduced form estimates are consis-
tent with the model that is subsequently presented in Section III. In the model, lower 
R&D costs encourages imports because R&D raises firm profits (either through 
demand or productivity) and imports are subject to fixed costs. We explore the 
mechanisms that may be driving the reduced form results in Section IID as well as 
in Section V.

A. Background

A major reform of Norway’s innovation policy was undertaken in January 2002 
as a tax credit for R&D expenditures, Skattefunn, was introduced. The reform fol-
lowed a proposal by a government-appointed commission formulated in a green 
paper to the Ministry of Trade and Industry.7 The commission had been appointed 
to suggest policy measures aimed at encouraging business sector R&D investments. 

7 https://www.regjeringen.no/no/dokumenter/nou-2000-7/id376058 (accessed October 5, 2015).

Figure 1. Decomposition of Changes in R&D

Notes: Changes in R&D investments between period  t − 2  and  t . Years at the horizontal axis 
refer to year  t .
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In 2000, the Norwegian Parliament agreed to make increased R&D investments a 
national priority, acknowledging that Norwegian R&D investments were signifi-
cantly lower than those of countries regarded as natural peers. The political ambition 
was to reach the OECD average R&D level (relative to GDP) by 2005. There was a 
general sense that “something had to be done” in order to secure the development of 
a sustainable and knowledge-based industrial structure.

The tax credit offers several advantages for assessing the impact on trade and 
R&D. First, it was a relatively clean policy experiment, as the reform was not part 
of a greater overhaul of the tax system. Second, the reform itself was not initiated in 
response to major macroeconomic shocks to the economy, which is often the case. 
Third, the final details of the reform were announced only months prior to the intro-
duction of the reform, which limited the scope for anticipation effects and strategic 
behavior.

The scheme is a “rights-based” R&D tax credit, which allows firms to deduct 
from taxes payable 20 percent of their R&D expenditures.8 Firms are entitled to 
the tax credit only as long as the R&D project has been approved by the Research 
Council of Norway beforehand. In order to qualify for the scheme, a project must be 
limited and focused, and it must be aimed at generating new knowledge, informa-
tion, or experience that is presumed to be of use for the enterprise in developing new 
or improved products, services, or manufacturing/processing methods. An evalua-
tion of the policy reform in 2007 found that around 50 percent of the projects which 
until then had been approved as eligible for the tax credit, had produced one or more 
product or process innovations, while around 12 percent had obtained one or more 
patents (Hægeland and Møen 2007 and Cappelen, Raknerud, and Rybalka 2007).

The R&D tax credit is general and neutral across projects. All enterprises, irre-
spective of their tax liabilities, are eligible.9 There are no additional constraints or 
incentives based on region or sector. However, the tax credit was capped at R&D 
expenditures exceeding NOK 4 million (US$ 0.5 million), implying that the scheme 
lowered the marginal cost of R&D only among firms with less than NOK 4 million 
of R&D. In the next section, we will exploit this feature of the scheme in order to 
estimate the impact of reduced marginal costs of R&D on R&D investments and 
imports. Note that except for purchases from a few pre-approved domestic R&D 
institutions, only intramural R&D investments are eligible for the tax credit, so that 
for instance the price of imported products or services is not affected by the reform.10

Figure 2 illustrates the substantial changes that occurred in the manufacturing 
sector during our sample period. The share of R&D firms increased from 42 to 
57 percent from 1997 to 2005, while the share of importers (firms with positive 
imports) increased from 89 to 97 percent.11 Most of the change in R&D investments 
and importing took place between 2001 (pre-reform) and 2003 (post-reform). At the 

8 Originally, only small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) were eligible, but already in 2003 large enter-
prises (with more than 100 employees) were included as well. Large enterprises are treated slightly different from 
SMEs, as they receive an 18 percent reduction in taxes payable. 

9 If the tax credit exceeds the tax payable by the firm, the difference is paid to the firm like a negative tax or a 
grant. If the firm is not in a tax position at all, the whole amount of the credit is paid to the firm as a grant. 

10 In 2003, 80 percent of total R&D investment was classified as in-house. 
11 Importers are by construction sourcing their own inputs. These firms are incurring the cost of importing 

themselves, rather than buying the products through a domestic intermediary. This suggests that the imported inputs 
may be specialized to the firm’s production process. 
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same time, there was a surge in the average number of imported products, with an 
18 percent increase over the period.12 Almost all manufacturing industries experi-
enced an increase in both import and R&D participation. In 21 out of 26 industries 
the share of importers rose, while in 25 industries the share of firms investing in 
R&D increased.13 We summarize the most popular imported products in terms of 
count (i.e., the number of firms importing these products) and in terms of value in 
Section K in the online Appendix.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of log R&D expenditure pre- and post-reform, 
with the filled bars representing the distribution of R&D in 2001, and the unfilled 
bars representing the distribution in 2003. The solid vertical line shows the NOK 4 
million threshold. The change in the distribution is also consistent with the policy 
change: there is a spike in the post-reform distribution right below the threshold, 
while the distribution above the threshold shows smaller changes.

B. A Difference-in-Differences Model

As described above, the R&D policy change lowered the marginal cost of R&D 
by 20 percent for firms with less than NOK 4 million in R&D expenditures (US$ 0.5 
million), while the marginal cost of R&D remained unchanged for firms with more 
than NOK 4 million in R&D spending. We exploit this feature of the tax credit in 
a difference-in-differences (DID) framework. In a nutshell, we identify the impact 
of lower R&D costs on R&D activity and imports by using the fact that only firms 

12 We define a product as a unique HS four-digit variety. 
13 NACE two-digit industries. A list of the industries can be found here: http://stabas.ssb.no/ClassificationFrames.

asp?ID=342101&Language=en (accessed October 5, 2015).
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ex ante below the threshold were exposed to the policy change.14 As argued in 
Section IIA, the R&D tax credit is a clean natural experiment, since there were no 
other major changes to the tax code.

We proceed as follows. We split firms into two groups, a treatment group and a 
control group, according to their pre-reform R&D investment, and examine subse-
quent R&D and imports. Define   H  1i   = 1  if average pre-reform R&D in 1999 and 
2001 was less than NOK 4 million. Let   H  1i   = 0  if pre-reform R&D in 1999 and 
2001 was more than NOK 4 million. In 2001, 17 percent of the firms were classified 
in the control group. Additional descriptives about the treatment and control groups 
are presented in Section K in the online Appendix.

Figure 4 plots average R&D expenditure for the two groups of firms. The trend 
in R&D investment is relatively similar across the two groups, with the exception of 
the shift occurring for the treatment group between 2001 and 2003. Figure 5 plots 
the average number of products imported for the same two groups. The pattern is 
roughly similar here, with a large increase in the number of products imported for 
the treatment group post-reform. Hence, simple descriptives suggest that those firms 
whose marginal costs of R&D were affected due to the introduction of the tax credit 
increased both R&D investment and their imports relative to the control group.

Consider the following difference-in-differences model:

(1)   y  it   =  α i   +  δ t   +  β t   ( H  1i   ×  δ t  )  + γ  X  it   +  ϵ it   , 

14 In the model presented in Section III, R&D is a binary variable. In the binary case, firms with more than NOK 
4 million of R&D are by construction not affected by the reform, as there is no possibility for these firms to increase 
their R&D any further. We discuss intermediate cases in online Appendix Section G and show that only firms below 
the threshold are affected by the policy change in a model where firms face a menu of different R&D fixed costs. 
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Figure 4. Average R&D Investment

Notes: A firm is defined as High R&D if average R&D in 1999 and 2000 was above NOK 4 mil-
lion. R&D expenditure is a simple average of R&D of the firms belonging to the group. Left 
axis: high R&D (1,000s NOK), right axis: low R&D (1,000s NOK).

Figure 5. Average Number of Products Imported

Notes: A firm is defined as High R&D if average R&D in 1999 and 2000 was above NOK 
4 million. Number of imported products is a simple average of the number of imported prod-
ucts of the firms belonging to the group. Left axis: high R&D, right axis: low R&D.
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where the outcome variable   y  it    is log R&D investment for firm  i  in year  t .15   α i    
and   δ t    are firm and year fixed effects and   X  it    is a vector of controls: employment, 
capital stock, labor productivity (all in logs), and a firm exit and entry indicator.16 
Importantly,   β t    is a vector of coefficients for the interaction between   H  1i    and   δ t   . We 
expect that   β 1999    and   β 2001    are zero, while   β 2003    and   β 2005    are positive (1997 is the 
omitted year dummy). This would indicate that growth in R&D in the years prior 
to reform was similar for the treatment and control group, while growth was higher 
post-reform for the treatment group (all conditional on the vector of controls   X  it   ). 
Intuitively, we are comparing the growth of R&D pre- to post-reform, for two firms 
that have the same level of employment and labor productivity, etc., but that differ 
according to their assignment to treatment and control group.

A potential concern is that  β  may be biased due to mean reversion. For example, 
a firm may be classified as   H  1i   = 0  in year  t  due to a positive idiosyncratic R&D 
shock. If the shock is transitory, we should expect lower R&D in  t + 1 . Hence, 
growth for   H  1   = 0  firms may be lower than for   H  1   = 1  firms even in the absence 
of the introduction of the R&D policy. In practice, however, mean reversion is most 
likely negligible in our particular case. First, R&D investment is highly autocor-
related. The correlation for R&D spending and R&D employment is 0.91 and 0.95, 
respectively, suggesting that idiosyncratic shocks are small. Second, as the defini-
tion of   H  1    is based on R&D spending averaged over 1999–2001, transitory shocks 
should be averaged out. Third, as we will see in the results section, we perform a 
placebo test that does not produce mean reversion.

Nevertheless, we proceed by defining two alternative treatment groups, which will 
alleviate any remaining concerns. Our first approach is to estimate   r  it   =  α i   +  δ t   +  ϵ it    , 
where   r  it    is R&D expenditure and   α i    and   δ t    are firm and year fixed effects, and then 
define the treatment group based on predicted R&D in 2001,    r ̂   i  2001   . Formally, we 
define   H  2 i   = I [  r ̂   i  2001   < 4 mill]  . Hence, transitory shocks are eliminated from the 
determination of   H  2 i   .

Our second approach is to define the treatment group based on industry, rather 
than firm, characteristics. We proceed by calculating the share of firms within each 
NACE five-digit sector with less than four million in R&D spending. We then 
define   H  3i   = 1  if this share is more than half on average in 1999–2001. The auto-
correlation in the share variable is 0.75, showing that some industries are inherently 
big R&D spenders while others are not. Our treatment and control groups are there-
fore determined by arguably exogenous technological characteristics of the industry.

A further concern is that our DID estimator may pick up differential trends across 
treatment and control groups, even after controlling for firm size and the other vari-
ables in   X  it   . We therefore also estimate a model with firm-specific random trends, 
sometimes referred to as a correlated random trend model. Let

   y  it   =  α i   +  δ t   +  g  i   t + β ( H  i1   × t ≥ 2002)  + γ  X  it   +  ϵ it    ,

15 Observations with zero R&D are lost due to the log transformation. The extensive margin of R&D (from 
zero to positive R&D) is not identified because the control group by construction has positive R&D investments. 

16  Entr y it   = 1  if the firm is present in  t  but not in  t − 1  , and 0 otherwise.  Exi t it   = 1  if the firm is present in  
t  but not in  t + 1  , and 0 otherwise. Because we have balance sheet data for both 1996 and 2006, we can calculate 
these indicators for all the years with R&D data (1997, 1999, 2001, 2003, and 2005). 
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where   g  i    is a firm-specific trend coefficient. Here, the treatment   ( H  1i   × t ≥ 2002)   
may be arbitrarily correlated with either   α i    or the firm-specific trend   g  i   . Differencing 
this yields the model

(2)  Δ y  it   = Δ δ t   +  g  i   + βΔ ( H  i1   × t ≥ 2002)  + γ Δ X  it   + Δ ϵ it    ,

which we estimate by fixed effects.
Our hypothesis is that the reduction in R&D costs did not only affect R&D invest-

ment but also international outsourcing. Hence, we want explore the impact on the 
number of imported products of firms exposed to the reform relative to firms not 
exposed to the reform. To do so, we need to tweak our difference-in-differences regres-
sions to accommodate the fact that the number of imported products is a nonnega-
tive discrete variable. Specifically, we estimate a fixed effects Poisson pseudo-MLE 
model, following Wooldridge (2010).17 The number of imported products,   n  it    , 
is assumed to be a realization from the Poisson distribution,   n  it   ∼ Poisson ( μ it  )   ,  
where the conditional expectation of   μ it    is

(3)  E [ n  it  ]  = exp [ α i   +  δ t   + η ( H  1i   ×  δ t  )  + γ  X  it  ] . 

Note that differencing   n  it    is not feasible in the Poisson framework (as  Δ n  it    would 
then take negative values). We do, however, allow for group-specific trends by 
including the term  t ×  H  1i   . The conditional expectation is then

(4)  E [ n  it  ]  = exp [ α i   +  δ t   + g (t ×  H  1i  )  + β ( H  i1   × t ≥ 2002)  + γ  X  it  ] . 

The Poisson model yields a straightforward interpretation of the coefficients in the 
model:  exp (β)   measures the percent change in number of imported products,   n  it    , due 
to the introduction of the R&D tax credit.

C. Results

Table 4 presents results with log R&D expenditure as the dependent variable. 
Estimates from equation (1) are reported in columns 1–3 and estimates from equa-
tion (2) are reported in columns 4–7. The empirical results on firms’ R&D expen-
diture suggest that the R&D policy reform had a large and significant impact on 
R&D investment. In the specifications without firm-specific trends, the interaction 
between the year dummy and   H  i    is always close to zero prior to the reform and turns 
positive after the reform, showing that firm-level growth in R&D investment picked 
up after 2002, but only for the treatment group.

Since trends in R&D spending may be different across groups even in the absence 
of reform, we include firm-specific trends in columns 4–6, which are our preferred 
specifications. They show that the R&D policy raised R&D investment by 0.30 to 
0.54 log points. Finally, column 7 presents results from a placebo test. Here, we 
instead compare outcomes for firms with ex ante R&D investment between NOK 4 

17 See also Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006) for an application of the Poisson model for estimating gravity 
models. 
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and 8 million (placebo treatment) with firms with ex ante R&D spending of more 
than NOK 8 million (placebo control). Irrespective of outcome variable and speci-
fication, we always find a coefficient near zero. This suggests that our methodology 
delivers unbiased estimates, and in particular that mean reversion is not affecting our 
results. Moreover, in every specification, dropping the control variables   X  it    changes 
the estimates only slightly, underscoring the robustness of the results.

Table 5 presents results with the number of imported products as the dependent 
variable. Estimates from equation (3) are reported in columns 1–3 and estimates 
from equation (4) are reported in columns 4–7. Since   n  it    is a nonnegative discrete 
variable, we exploit the full variation in the data by estimating the fixed effects 
Poisson pseudo-MLE model. Importantly, the Poisson model also utilizes the zeros 
of   n  it    , which are lost if using a log transformation.   n  it    is defined as the number of 
imported HS products at the four-digit level. We also estimated the model after 
defining   n  it    as the number of six- or eight-digit products. The results remain virtually 
unchanged compared to the baseline results reported here. Our preferred specifi-
cations with group-specific trends (columns 4 to 6) suggest that the R&D policy 
reform generated an 8 to 14 percent increase in the number of imported products. 
Again, the falsification test presented in column 7 produces an insignificant estimate 
close to zero.18

18 Column 7 presents results from the same type of placebo test as employed when analyzing R&D expenditure. 
Hence, we compare outcomes for firms with ex ante R&D investment between NOK 4 and 8 million (placebo treat-
ment) with firms with ex ante R&D spending of more than NOK 8 million (placebo control). 

Table 4—The R&D Policy Reform and R&D Expenditure

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1999  ×  H −0.08 −0.13 0.11
(0.11) (0.11) (0.11)

2001  ×  H −0.06 −0.06 0.03
(0.12) (0.12) (0.12)

2003  ×  H 0.40*** 0.25* 0.24*
(0.14) (0.13) (0.14)

2005  ×  H 0.24* 0.09 0.08
(0.13) (0.13) (0.13)

  >  2002  ×  H 0.54*** 0.35** 0.29** −0.03
(0.14) (0.14) (0.15) (0.22)

Control group   H  1      H  2      H  3      H  1      H  2      H  3      H  1    
Firm controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Threshold 4 mill 4 mill 4 mill 4 mill 4 mill 4 mill 8 mill

Observations 1,635 1,635 1,625 963 963 963 386
Firms 597 597 596 414 414 414 140

Notes: Dependent variable R&D expenditure in logs. Standard errors in parentheses clustered by firm. Control 
groups defined based on:   H  1   : actual R&D,   H  2   : predicted R&D,   H  3   : industry R&D (see Section IIB). Firm controls: 
employment, capital stock, labor productivity (all in logs), a firm exit, and a firm entry indicator.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.
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In sum, by exploiting the natural experiment of the policy change, we find evi-
dence of not only more R&D spending but also more sourcing of foreign inputs as a 
consequence of lower R&D costs.

D. Robustness and Mechanisms

R&D, Firm Scale, and Imports.—The model presented in Section III suggests that 
controlling for time-varying firm characteristics in the DID model should reduce the 
magnitude of the coefficient of interest,  β . The reason is that profits and firm size 
should rise in response to lower R&D costs. These variables will therefore be pos-
itively correlated with the number of imported inputs.19 To investigate further the 
link between R&D, firm scale, and import demand we estimate equation (4) sequen-
tially adding firm-level control variables. In column 1 of Table 6 we report estimates 
from equation (4) using no firm controls, in column 2 we introduce the same firm 
controls as in the baseline case reported in Table 5 which include employment, cap-
ital stock, labor productivity (all in logs), a firm exit, and a firm entry indicator. 
Finally, in column 3, we use the baseline firm controls and add firm profits (in logs). 
As we would expect, adding firm controls likely to be correlated with firm scale 
reduces both the sign and the significance of the treatment effect ( β ).

19 We do not expect a perfect correlation because firm characteristics may be partly unobserved. Moreover, in 
the model the number of imported inputs is finite, so that large firms may increase productivity and sales without 
expanding the number of imported inputs. 

Table 5—The R&D Policy Reform and Number of Imported Products

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1999  ×  H 0.00 0.01 −0.01
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

2001  ×  H 0.06* 0.11*** 0.04
(0.03) (0.04) (0.04)

2003  ×  H 0.17*** 0.22*** 0.15***
(0.04) (0.05) (0.05)

2005  ×  H 0.17*** 0.22*** 0.16***
(0.04) (0.05) (0.05)

 >  2002  ×  H 0.08** 0.08* 0.14*** 0.03
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.06)

Control group   H  1     H  2     H  3     H  1     H  2     H  3     H  1   
Group trends No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Threshold 4 mill 4 mill 4 mill 4 mill 4 mill 4 mill 8 mill

Observations 3,411 3,411 3,399 3,411 3,411 3,399 566
Firms 859 859 858 859 859 858 147

Notes: Poisson MLE model. Standard errors in parentheses clustered by firm. Control groups and group trends 
defined based on:   H  1   : actual R&D,   H  2   : predicted R&D,   H  3   : industry R&D (see Section IIB). Firm controls: employ-
ment, capital stock, labor productivity (all in logs), a firm exit, and a firm entry indicator.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.
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China Competition.—Recent research by Bloom, Draca, and Van Reenen (forth-
coming) has shown that import competition from low-cost countries affects innova-
tion rates in developed countries. From 2001 to 2005, the Chinese import share in 
Norway increased from 3.0 to 5.6 percent.20 A potential concern is, therefore, that 
our results may confound the effect of the R&D policy with import competition 
effects. Our difference-in-differences approach is, however, robust to any such con-
cern if the effect of low-cost competition is uniform across our treatment and control 
group. Nevertheless, we investigate this issue by estimating the difference-in-differ-
ences model only on industries that were relatively unaffected by the rise in low-cost 
imports. Specifically, we order NACE two-digit industries according to percentage 
point increase in the Chinese import share from 2001 to 2005. We then estimate 
the model only on industries below the seventy-fifth percentile in terms of Chinese 
import share growth, and include firm fixed effects and trends as used in the base-
line specifications.21 Table 7 shows difference-in-differences results with log R&D 
expenditure and the number of imported products as outcome variables. We find 
that coefficient estimates are very similar to the baseline estimates reported above. 
Hence, we conclude that low-cost import competition does not seem to bias our 
results.

Next, we explore whether the R&D cost shock shifted imports toward certain 
sourcing countries or product types, and whether it affected firm exports. In sum, 
we find that the R&D cost shock raised the number of imported products across all 
product types. We find no evidence that the R&D policy reform increased sourcing 
from low-wage countries, and no evidence that firm exports were affected, all con-
sistent with the model in Section III.

20 Imports from China relative to total imports, from Statistics Norway, www.ssb.no/muh. 
21 The industries with Chinese import share growth above the seventy-fifth percentile are: NACE 17, 35, 19, 18, 

32, and 30, with NACE 30 being the industry with the highest percentage point change in the import share. Details 
on matching of Chinese trade data to NACE sectors are presented in the online Appendix. 

Table 6—R&D, Firm Scale, and Number of Imported Products

(1) (2) (3)

 >  2002  ×  H 0.10*** 0.08** 0.05
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Control group   H  1      H  1      H  1    
Group trends Yes Yes Yes
Firm controls No Yes Yes
log profits No No Yes
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes

Observations 3,442 3,411 2,592
Firms 865 859 723

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses clustered by firm. Estimation based on Poisson 
 pseudo-MLE as in Table 5.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

www.ssb.no/muh
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Imports from Low-Wage Countries.—We decompose imported products into the 
number of imported HS4 products from OECD countries   n  it  OECD   and non-OECD 
countries   n  it  ∼OECD  . In 2001, average   n  it  OECD   was almost 13 times higher than   n  it  ∼OECD   , 
primarily reflecting the importance of the European Union as the main trading part-
ner. We then estimate the same Poisson model as presented in Table 5, but with   n  it  OECD   
and   n  it  ∼OECD   as dependent variables. Columns 1 and 2 in Table 8 show the results for 
the interaction variable defined above,  >  2002  ×  H (similar to column 4 in Table 5). 
We identify an increase in the number of imported OECD products and no impact 
on the number of non-OECD products. This suggests that the R&D policy did not 
induce substitution toward inputs from low-wage countries.

Table 7—Robustness: China Competition

log R&D Number of imported products

 >  2002  ×  H 0.61*** 0.08**
(0.15) (0.04)

Control group   H  1      H  1    
Group trends No Yes
Firm controls Yes Yes
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes

Observations 806 2,819
Firms 345 713

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses clustered by firm. Column 2 is based on Poisson 
 pseudo-MLE as in Table 5. Control group and group trends defined based on actual R&D (see 
Section IIB).

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.

Table 8—Robustness: Imported HS4 Products and R&D Intensity of Imports

OECD Non-OECD Capital Noncapital
R&D intensity

of imports

 >  2002  ×  H 0.08** 0.01 0.09** 0.07* −0.03
(0.04) (0.09) (0.02) (0.04) (0.05)

Control group   H  1      H  1      H  1      H  1      H  1    
Group trends Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Firm controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 3,411 2,686 3,339 3,369 2,318
Firms 859 655 838 846 823

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses clustered by firm. Columns 1–4: The dependent variable is the number of 
imported products. Estimation based on Poisson pseudo-MLE as in Table 5. Column 5: Dependent variable is the 
R&D intensity of imports. Estimation is based on OLS. Control group and group trends defined based on actual 
R&D (see Section IIB).

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.
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Imports of Capital Goods.—We decompose imported products into the number 
of imported HS4 capital goods   n  it  

cap   versus noncapital goods   n  it  
∼cap  . Capital goods 

are classified according to the BEC nomenclature.22 In 2001, the average number 
of imported noncapital goods was roughly 50 percent higher than the number of 
imported capital goods. Columns 3 and 4 show the regression results, using the 
same methodology as columns 1 and 2. The results suggest that the reform in R&D 
policy affected imports of both capital and noncapital goods, and almost to the same 
extent.

R&D Intensity of Imports.—We create a firm-level measure of R&D intensity 
embodied in imports. We hypothesize that the firm’s R&D activities may be com-
plementary with R&D that is embodied in its imports (see, e.g., Coe and Helpman 
1995). We proceed by calculating industry-specific R&D intensities for the OECD 
countries, and then assigning every imported HS product to an industry and conse-
quently an R&D intensity. Firm-level R&D import intensity for firm  i  is then the 
weighted mean across firm  i  ’s imported products.23 For our sample as a whole, the 
average import R&D intensity increased from 2.5 percent in 1997 to 3.2 percent in 
2005. However, as shown in column 5, we do not find evidence that embodied R&D 
in imports was affected by the R&D policy change.

Number of Exported Products.—We investigate whether the policy change had 
any impact on exports. This paper emphasizes supply-side complementarities, 
but the previous literature, e.g., Bustos (2011), has emphasized the importance of 
demand-side complementarities (i.e., R&D and export opportunities). We therefore 
reestimate the model with the number of exported products, or alternatively total 
export value or exports as a share of total revenue, as the dependent variables. Our 
results suggest that the policy change did not affect firms’ exporting behavior, with 
estimated coefficients insignificant and close to zero.24

Finally, we explore whether firm profits also increased as a consequence of the 
policy reform. Table 9 reports results using as the dependent variable an indicator 
function for whether profits are positive or not. This is our preferred specification as 
profits are negative for 22 percent of the firm-years in our sample.25 Across specifi-
cations in columns 1 to 3, we find a positive and mostly significant impact on profits. 
We also investigate whether the effect is heterogeneous across firms. Our hypothesis 
is that low-productivity firms benefit more from the tax credit than high productivity 
firms, as high productivity firms may already invest in R&D. We isolate the impact 
on low-productivity firms by excluding firms with labor productivity higher than the 
2001 median value. This is denoted by “Low LP” in columns 4 to 6. In this case, the 
point estimates are markedly higher, consistent with the hypothesis.

22 BEC categories 4 and 6 are defined as capital goods. BEC codes are matched to HS six-digit codes using the 
UN correspondence. Since the analysis is performed at the HS four-digit level, we classify a given HS four-digit 
code as capital if more than half of the six-digit products (within a four-digit product) are capital goods. 

23 More details on the procedure are presented in the online Appendix. 
24 Detailed results available upon request. 
25 Profits are defined as operating income minus operating costs. The sample is therefore greatly reduced if 

using the log of profits as the dependent variable. 
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III. A Model of R&D and International Sourcing

Motivated by the facts presented in Section I and the reduced form evidence on 
the complementarity between R&D and imports in Section II, we build a model of 
R&D and international sourcing of intermediates. In our model, marginal costs fall 
or quality rises as a result of investment in R&D and the use of imported inputs, 
but due to the presence of fixed costs, only the largest and most productive firms 
are able to undertake both activities, which is consistent with Facts 1 and 2. R&D 
investment raises the endogenous performance of the firm, thereby increasing firm 
size, the equilibrium import share, and the number of imported products, which is 
in line with Fact 3.

The R&D side of the model builds on Griliches (1979) knowledge capital model, 
as well as more recent work by Aw, Roberts, and Xu (2011) and Doraszelski and 
Jaumandreu (2013). Firms may choose to invest in R&D, which on average lowers 
their marginal costs or raises their product quality, both of which have a benign 
impact on revenue and profits. The returns to R&D are subject to uncertainty, reflect-
ing the fact that some R&D projects ultimately fail.

Firms may choose to source intermediate inputs from the domestic or foreign mar-
ket, as in Goldberg et al. (2010) and Halpern, Koren, and Szeidl (2015). Imported 
inputs lower marginal costs through two channels emphasized in the theoretical 
as well as the empirical literature. First, their quality-adjusted price is potentially 
lower. Second, following product-variety models with intermediate inputs, a larger 
set of imported inputs means more specialized intermediates, which lower the effec-
tive input cost.

A. Production

The output of the firm  i  is given by

(5)  ln  y  it   =  β l   ln  l  it   +  β k   ln  k  it   + γ ln  V  it   +   ω ̃   it   ,  

Table 9—Profits

 >  2002  ×  H  0.14*   0.17** 0.05    0.29***    0.32*** 0.08
(0.07) (0.09) (0.06) (0.09) (0.10) (0.08)

Control group   H  1      H  2      H  3      H  1      H  2      H  3    
Group trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sample All All All Low LP Low LP Low LP

Observations 3,376 3,376 3,376 2,115 2,115 2,115
Firms 844 844 844 553 553 553

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses clustered by firm. The dependent variable is a dummy 
variable for positive profits. Estimation based on Poisson pseudo-MLE as in Table 5. Control 
groups and group trends defined based on:   H  1   : actual R&D,   H  2   : predicted R&D,   H  3   : industry 
R&D (see Section IIB).

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.
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where   l   it    is employment,   k   it    is capital stock, and    ω ̃   it    is a Hicks neutral productivity 
term.   V  it    is the quantity of an intermediate input bundle, defined as   V  it   =  ∏ j=1  J     v  ijt  

 γ j  /γ   , 
where  j = 1, ‥ , J  denotes intermediate input  j  and  γ =  ∑ j=1  J     γ j   . Labor and inter-
mediates are flexible inputs, whereas capital is fixed in the short run, i.e., determined 
by investment and the capital stock in year  t − 1 . As we describe below, interme-
diate input  j  may potentially have a domestic and an imported component that are 
combined according to a CES aggregator. Importantly, input prices and productiv-
ity are endogenous, as the firm may change the value of these variables by either 
importing or investing in R&D.

The product market is characterized by monopolistic competition, and the demand 
curve faced by firm  i  is of the standard Dixit-Stiglitz form. Hence demand is

(6)   y  it   =  ϕ it    Φ t    p  it  
−η  ,  

where   p  it    is firm  i  ’s price,   ϕ it    is a firm-specific demand shifter,   Φ t    is an industry-wide 
demand shifter, and  η > 1  is the constant elasticity of demand. Given these 
assumptions, the firm charges a price that is a constant markup over marginal costs,  

  p  it   =  (  η _ η − 1  )   c  it    , where   c  it    is marginal costs.

As shown in online Appendix Section C, short-run marginal costs conditional on 
capital stock   k  it    are

(7)  ln  c  it   =   1 _  β l   + γ    [ κ 1   +  (1 −  β l   − γ)  ln  y  it   −  β k   ln  k   it   +  β l   ln  w  t   + γ ln  Q  it   −   ω ̃   it  ] ,  

where   w  t    is the wage common to all firms,   Q  it   =  ∏ j  J      ( q  ijt  / ( γ j  /γ) )    
 γ j   /γ

   is the price 

index of the intermediate input bundle, and   κ 1    is a constant.26 By using the expres-
sions for the demand function and the optimal price   p  it    together with marginal costs, 
the revenue function can be formulated as (see online Appendix Section B)

(8)  ln  r  it   =  κ 2   +   1 _ ζ   ln  Φ t   +   η − 1
 _ ζ    ( β k   ln  k   it   −  β l   ln  w  t   − γ ln  Q  it  )  +  ω it   +  ϵ it    ,

where   ω it   ≡  (1/ζ)  [ln  ϕ it   +  (η − 1)    ω ̃   it  ]   ,  ζ ≡ 1 +  (1 −  β l   − γ)  (η − 1)  > 1  , the 
error term   ϵ it    is classical measurement error, and   κ 2    is a constant.27

The variable   ω it    , from now on named firm performance, is an endogenous state 
variable and captures two sources of heterogeneity that is unobserved to the econo-
metrician: firm specific demand shocks (quality),   ϕ it    , and firm specific productiv-
ity,    ω ̃   it   . R&D spending may raise productivity or product quality, both of which 
boost firm performance. We turn to the modeling of this relationship in Section IIIC, 
while we now turn to the role of imported intermediates.

26   κ 1   ≡ ln ( β  l  
− β l     γ   −γ )  . 

27   κ 2   ≡   1 − η _____ ζ   [ κ 1   +  ( β l   + γ)  ln  (  
η _____ η − 1

  ) ]  . 
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B. Intermediate Inputs

Firms’ sourcing strategies may vary. Each of its  J  intermediate inputs are either 
sourced from the domestic market or assembled from a combination of a foreign 
and a domestic variety of the product. The quantity of an intermediate input  j  can 
be expressed as

(9)   v  ijt   =   [  ( b  j    x  ijtF  )     (θ−1) /θ  +  x  ijtH   (θ−1) /θ ]    
θ/ (θ−1) 

  ,

where   x  ijtF   ≥ 0  and   x  ijtH   > 0  are the quantities of foreign and domestic inputs,  
θ > 1  is the elasticity of substitution, and   b  j    is a quality shifter for the foreign 
variety. If the firm only sources the input domestically then   v  it   =  x  ijtH   .  The prices 
of domestic and foreign varieties are    q ̃   jtH    and    q ̃   jtF   . We normalize domestic prices to 
one,    q ̃   jtH   = 1  , so that    q ̃   jtF    is the relative foreign price. The firm specific price index 
of the intermediate   v  ijt    is then

(10)    q  ijt   =  
{

 
1             if j is a pure domestic input 

       
  [1 +   (  q ̃   jtF  / b  jt  )    1−θ ]    

1/ (1−θ) 
  < 1 if j is domestic+foreign input 

   .

Importing intermediates reduces unit costs for two reasons. First, the production 
technology implies that imports and domestic inputs are imperfect substitutes and 
that firms gain from variety. Second, the quality-adjusted price of imports    q ̃   jtF  / b  jt    
may be lower than the domestic price (but not necessarily). If a firm chooses to 
employ a composite good rather than to rely on domestic inputs only, it faces a cost 
reduction. Taking logs, the cost reduction of composite good  j  when imports are 
used is (in absolute value)

(11)   a  jt   ≡   1 _ θ − 1
   ln  [1 +   (  q ̃   jtF  / b  jt  )    1−θ ] . 

Following Halpern, Koren, and Szeidl (2015), we define  G ( n  it  )   as the Cobb-
Douglas share of intermediate inputs using imports relative to all intermediate 
inputs,  G ( n  it  )  =  ∑ j∈M        γ j  /γ  , where   n  it    is the number of imported products and  M  
denotes the set of intermediates with imports. We assume that the relative price of 
imports is constant over time, and that the relative price is the same for all intermedi-
ate products,   a  jt   = a . As shown in online Appendix Section B, the latter assumption 
implies that input prices in the revenue function can now be expressed as a function 
of the import share:  ln  Q  it   = − aγ G ( n  it  )  −  κ 4  . 28 The revenue function can then be 
rewritten as

(12)   ln  r  it   ( Φ t   ,  k  it   ,  w  t   , a,  n  it   ,  ω it  )  

   =  κ  2  ′   +   1 _ ζ   ln  Φ t   +   η − 1
 _ ζ    ( β k   ln  k  it   −  β l   ln  w  t   + a γ G ( n  it  ) )  +  ω it   +  ϵ it   ,  

28   κ 4   =  ∑ j=1  J    ( γ j   /γ)  ln ( γ j   /γ)  . 
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where   κ  2  ′    is a constant.29 In the empirical model in Section IV, we estimate the 
revenue function and quantify the returns to R&D and sourcing of foreign prod-
ucts. As is standard in this class of models, variable profits are proportional to reve-

nue,   π it   =  r  it    (1 −   η − 1
 _ η   ( β l   + γ))  .

We proceed by determining the firm’s optimal number of imported products. We 
emphasize that the structural estimation conditions on the observed choice of num-
ber of imported products, so that the estimator is not sensitive to how we model these 
discrete decisions. Importing a variety of product  j  is associated with a fixed firm 
specific cost   f  i    per product. We motivate this assumption with the evidence on the 
dominant role of the extensive margin in explaining aggregate import growth, which 
suggests that imports entail per-period per-product fixed costs.30 When deciding on 
which products to import, the firm faces a trade-off between reducing marginal cost 
and paying the fixed cost   f  i   . As the cost savings per product is larger for products with 
a high expenditure share   γ j   ,  while the fixed cost   f  i    is constant, the firm is more likely 
to outsource the high   γ j    products. Without loss of generality, we order intermediate 
products according to their expenditure share, so that   γ 1   >  γ  2   > … >  γ J   ≥ 0.  
The firm chooses   n  it    to maximize net profits,

(13)   Π it   ( ω it   ,  Θ it  )  =   max  
 n  it  ∈ [0, 1, ‥ , J] 

      {π ( Φ t   ,  k  it   ,  w  t   , a,  n  it   ,  ω it  )  −  n  it     f  i  } , 

where   Θ it    is a vector representing the firm’s economic environment,  
  Θ it   =  { k   it   ,  f  i   , a,  w  t   ,  Φ t  } .  We let   n  it  ∗  ( ω it   ,  Θ it  )   denote the optimal number of imported 
products. The firm finds it optimal to increase   n  it    as long as the change in variable 
profits from importing one more product is larger than the additional fixed cost   f  i   .

We emphasize two properties of the equilibrium  G( )  function. First,  G ( n  it  )  ∈  
[0, 1]   is increasing and concave in   n  it    (but not continuous). Second,  G( )  is identical 
across firms within an industry. This occurs because the cost shares   γ j    are identi-
cal across firms and because fixed costs   f   i    do not vary across products. Note that 
both properties of the  G( )  function would survive in a more general model where 
the   γ j   s vary across firms, but where the distribution of the   γ j     s is constant across 
firms. Online Appendix Section H shows that both properties of the  G( )  function 
are strongly supported by our data. Next, we turn to the decision about whether or 
not to invest in R&D.

C. R&D Investments

Firm performance (  ω it   ) depends on a firm’s choice of R&D with a lag. Following 
Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2013) and Aw, Roberts, and Xu (2011), we assume 
that firm performance evolves over time following a controlled first-order Markov 
process that depends on whether or not the firm conducts R&D, as well as a random 
shock:

(14)   ω it   =  α  0   +  α 1    ω it−1   +  α 2    ω  it−1  2   +  α 3    d   it−1   +  ξ it   , 

29   κ 2  ′   =  κ 2   + γ  κ 4   (η − 1) /ζ .
30 See, e.g., Halpern, Koren, and Szeidl (2015) and Gopinath and Neiman (2014). 
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where   d   it−1    is a dummy taking the value one if the firm has positive R&D expen-
diture in period  t − 1  and   α 3    is assumed to be positive. Our modeling of R&D is 
motivated by the fact that a large number of firms report zero R&D investment.31 
The empirical analysis also includes an alternative specification with continuous 
R&D expenditure. R&D may boost both productivity    ω ̃   it    (e.g., due to process inno-
vation) and demand   ϕ it    (e.g., due to product innovation or quality upgrading). We 
do not attempt to empirically disentangle the two channels, instead we quantify their 
joint impact.32 The uncertain nature of firm performance is captured by the term   ξ it    , 
which is mean independent of all information known at  t − 1 . Importantly,   ξ it    is not 
anticipated by the firm, and is therefore uncorrelated with the remaining right-hand-
side variables.

We proceed by characterizing the optimal R&D choice of the firm. As in the case 
with imported intermediates, we emphasize that the structural estimation conditions 
on the observed choice of R&D investments, so that the estimator is not sensitive to 
how we model these discrete decisions.

R&D requires a fixed cost   f  d   . As innovating firms reap the benefits of R&D 
investments in future periods, the decision to invest in R&D is a dynamic problem. 
The firm’s decision problem regarding R&D investment can then be expressed as a 
Bellman equation:

(15)  V ( ω it  ;  Θ it  )  = Π ( ω it  ;  Θ it  )  +  max  
 d it  

       {δE [V ( ω it+1   |  ω it   ,  d  it   = 1 ;  Θ it  ) ]  −  f  d  ,

 δE [V ( ω it+1   |  ω it   ,  d  it   = 0;  Θ it  ) ] } . 

The firm chooses to invest in R&D if the expected net present value of future profit 
flows minus the cost of innovating   f  d    is higher when investing in R&D as compared 
to not investing in R&D,

(16)  E [V ( ω it+1   |  ω it   ,  d   it   = 1;  Θ it  ) ]  −  f  d   > E [V ( ω it+1   |  ω it   ,  d   it   = 0;  Θ it  ) ] . 

Recall that   Θ it    is a vector representing the firm’s economic environment  
(  Θ it   =  { k   it   ,  f  i   , a,  w  t   ,  Φ t  }  . There is perfect foresight about all variables in   Θ it    , so that 
uncertainty about the future path of, e.g., import prices does not enter the decision 
problem. As is common in this class of problems, the policy function takes a simple 
form, with   d   it   = 1  if   ω  it   >  ω _  ( Θ it   ,  f  d  )  . Hence, only firms above a certain perfor-
mance threshold invest in R&D, and the threshold depends on the economic envi-
ronment,   Θ it    , and the costs of undertaking R&D,   f  d   . Here we focus on the costs of 

31 This is true in general as well as for our dataset. 
32 For example, if product innovation boosts demand while lowering productivity, we will capture the 

net impact of the two effects. Note that a Markov process for   ω it    is only equivalent to having separate Markov 
processes for    ω ̃   it    and  ln  ϕ it    when the persistence terms in the    ω ̃   it    and  ln  ϕ it    Markov processes are identi-
cal. Formally, if    ω ̃   it    =   α 01   +  α 1     ω ̃   it−1   +  α 31    d it−1   +  ξ 1it    and  ln  ϕ it    =   α 02   +  α 1   ln  ϕ it−1   +  α 32    d it−1   +  ξ 2it   ,  
then   ω it   =   α ̃   0   +  α 1    ω it−1   +   α ̃   3    d it−1   +   ξ ̃   it    , where    α ̃   0   ≡  ( (η − 1)   α 01   +  α 02  ) /ζ  ,    α ̃   3   ≡  ( (η − 1)   α 31   +  α 32  ) /ζ , 
and    ξ ̃   it   ≡  ( (η − 1)   ( ξ 1it  )  +  ξ 2it  ) /ζ . Jaumandreu and Yin (2014) show that identifying separate Markov processes 
is only feasible if observing at least two markets in which the firm’s product is sold. 
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importing. Reduced foreign sourcing costs today and in the future (higher  a ) lower 
the threshold   ω _ ( ) . We develop intuition for this result here, while online Appendix 
Section D shows the result in a numerical simulation of the full model.

Reduced foreign sourcing costs for all future periods (higher  a ) make R&D more 
profitable if

(17)    
∂ E [V ( ω it+1   |  ω it   ,  d  it   = 1;  Θ it  ) ]    ______________________  ∂ a   >   

∂ E [V ( ω it+1   |  ω it   ,  d  it   = 0;  Θ it  ) ]    ______________________  ∂ a   . 

Because there is no closed form solution for net profits   Π it    , there is no closed 
form solution for the value function. We can, nevertheless, examine how gross prof-
its respond to higher  a . By the properties of the profit function (see online Appendix 
Section C), we have

(18)    
 ∂    2   π it   _____ ∂  ω it   ∂ a   > 0, 

which means that a marginal increase in performance   ω it    yields higher profits when 
sourcing costs are low ( a  high). R&D in year  t − 1  increases expected performance 
in year  t  ,  E ( ω it   |  ω it−1   ,  d  it−1   = 1)  − E ( ω it   |  ω it−1   ,  d  it−1   = 0)  =  α 3   > 0 . Hence, 
lower sourcing costs (higher  a ) in  t  and all future periods lead to a greater increase 
in expected profits in  t + 1  when   d  it   = 1  compared to when   d  it   = 0  (see online 
Appendix Section C):

(19)    
∂ E [ π it+1   ( ω it   ,  d   it   = 1,  Θ it  ) ]    ___________________  ∂ a   >   

∂ E [ π it+1   ( ω it   ,  d   it   = 0,  Θ it  ) ]    ___________________  ∂ a   . 

In words, a marginal decline in current and future import costs has a larger positive 
impact on expected profits for R&D firms because R&D firms have on average 
higher performance. Hence, the hurdle   ω _ ( )  is decreasing in  a  , so that lower input 
trade barriers make more firms invest in R&D. We summarize this in the following 
proposition.

PROPOSITION 1: The policy rule for R&D is   d   it   = 1  if   ω it   >  ω _  ( Θ it   ,  f  d  )   and  
  d   it   = 0  otherwise. Lower foreign sourcing costs in year  t  and all future periods 
(higher  a ) lowers the threshold   ω _  ( )  .

D. Imports and R&D

In the previous section we analyzed the effect of a change in firms’ foreign sourc-
ing cost. Next, we focus on the role of a change in R&D costs. This section shows 
that lower R&D costs   f   d    increase the future expected number of imported products 
for firms switching from no R&D to R&D—henceforth, R&D starters. First, fall-
ing R&D costs   f   d    lower the R&D hurdle   ω _  ( Θ it   ,  f   d  )   , inducing more firms to switch 
to R&D. Online Appendix Section C shows that the performance of R&D firms 
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first-order stochastically dominates the performance of non-R&D firms. Higher per-
formance, in turn, raises the return to importing the marginal product because

(20)    
∂  [π ( ω it   ,  n  it   ,  Θ it  )  − π  ( ω it   ,  n  it   − 1,  Θ it  ) ]     __________________________  ∂  ω it  

   > 0 

(see online Appendix C). Hence, the optimal number of imported inputs,   n  it  ∗  ( ω it   ,  Θ it  )   
is weakly increasing in   ω it    . This implies that the expected number of imported prod-
ucts in  t + 1  is higher for firms that invested in R&D in  t  relative to firms that did 
not invest in R&D in  t  (see online Appendix Section C):

  E [ n  it+1  ∗   |  ω it   ,  d   it   = 1,  Θ it+1  ]  ≥ E [ n  it+1  ∗   |  ω it   ,  d   it   = 0,  Θ it+1  ]  .

We summarize this in the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 2: Lower R&D costs   f   d    weakly increase the expected optimal num-
ber of imported products in year  t + 1  for firms induced to invest in R&D in year  t .

The key economic mechanism behind Propositions 1 and 2 is that both importing 
and R&D investment raise the expected profits of the firm. A firm induced to engage 
in R&D is then more likely to engage in importing because the marginal returns to 
importing is higher for more profitable firms. Similarly, lower trade cost on foreign 
intermediates leads to more importing which raises profits and encourages invest-
ment in R&D.

IV. Structural Estimation

A. The Empirical Model

We proceed by developing a structural empirical model based on the setup pre-
sented in Section III. The main goal of this section is to estimate the model and to 
quantify the returns to R&D and imports, assessing both the direct and indirect effect 
of R&D on marginal costs. In the proceeding section, we use the estimated model 
to evaluate whether the complementarity hypothesis described in Proposition 2 
can explain the rise in aggregate imports estimated in Section II, providing exter-
nal validity of the research design. Ideally, we would also have wanted to evaluate 
Proposition 1—that changes in trade costs affect the firms’ R&D choice. However, 
we did not identify any large changes in sourcing costs  a  during the sample period 
that would have allowed us to do this.

A key feature of our model is that intermediate input prices vary across firms as 
some firms import more inputs than others. The empirical facts on R&D investment 
and sourcing behavior presented in Section I show that starting R&D and importing 
new products are positively correlated. Hence, if we ignore the importing side when 
estimating the returns to R&D, we capture the sum of the direct effect of R&D on 
performance (that R&D affects productivity) and the indirect effect of R&D (that 
R&D affects marginal costs through its impact on sourcing). Our approach aims to 
disentangle these direct and indirect effects of R&D.
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First Stage.—In order to estimate the impact of R&D investment and international 
sourcing on revenue and productivity, we proceed in two steps. First, we estimate 
the revenue function in equation (21). Second, we estimate the Markov process 
governing the evolution of firm performance from equation (14). As is well known, 
OLS estimates of the revenue function suffer from simultaneity bias, as firm per-
formance   ω it    is likely to affect the demand for inputs. We therefore use the insights 
from Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), that demand for static inputs such as materials 
can be used to recover unobserved performance.

Let the value of a firm’s total demand for intermediates,   m   it    ,33 be a function of the 
state variables firm performance,   ω it    , and capital,   k   it   . In addition, and departing from 
the previous literature, demand depends on intermediate prices, which varies across 
firms due to heterogeneity in the number of imported products   n  it    . We therefore 
express intermediate demand as   m   it   = F ( ω it   ,  k  it   ,  n  it  )  . Given monotonicity in   ω it    
for all relevant   k   it    and   n  it    , we invert  F( )  to yield performance,   ω it    , as a function of 
intermediates, capital and the number of imported inputs,   ω it   =  F ̃   ( m  it   ,  k   it   ,  n  it  )  .34 
Hence, we can use these variables to control for performance in the revenue func-
tion, and we can rewrite the revenue function (12) as

(21)  ln  r  it   =  κ 2  ′   +  δ t   + h ( m  it   ,  k  it   ,  n  it  )  +  ϵ it    ,

where   δ t   = ln  Φ t  /ζ −  (η − 1)  β l   ln  w  t  /ζ  is a fixed effect capturing industry-wide 
demand and cost trends and  h ( m  it   ,  k  it   ,  n  it  )  =  [ (η − 1) /ζ]  [ β k   ln  k  it   + γ aG ( n  it  ) ]  +  
 F ̃   ( m  it   ,  k  it   ,  n  it  )   captures the firm specific variables. Note that wages are determined on 
the industry level rather than at the firm level. We motivate this assumption with the 
highly coordinated and centralized wage setting regime in Norway.

To proceed we need to specify the functional form of  G ( n  it  )  . In general, the shape 
of  G( )  will depend on the distribution of cost shares across products, and we refer 
the reader to online Appendix Section H for empirical evidence on the relationship 
between number of imported products and cost shares of imported intermediates.  
A functional form that fits the data quite well is  G ( n  it  )  = ln (1 +  n  it  ) / ln (1 +  n   max  )   , 
where   n   max    is the maximum number of imported products.35 This function is con-
sistent with the theoretical prediction that  G( )  is concave and that  G ( n  it  )  ∈  [0, 1]   
(see Section IVB). As in Section II, we let   n  it    refer to the number of imported HS 
products at the four-digit level.

In the  first  stage, we estimate equation (21) by OLS. In order to allow for het-
erogeneity in production technology and demand across manufacturing sectors, we 
estimate the revenue function separately for each NACE two-digit sector in our sam-
ple (industry subscripts are suppressed for clarity).36

33 Note that   m it    is defined as the value of intermediates, i.e.,   m it   =  V it    Q it    . 
34 Recall that the fixed cost of importing   f i    is firm-specific. Hence, conditional on   ω it    and   k it    , we have variation 

in   m it   = F ( ω it   ,  k it   ,  n it  )   as some firms have low fixed costs, and as a consequence lower intermediate prices and 
higher   n it    . With no heterogeneity in   f i    , the relationship between   ω it    and   n it    would be deterministic, so that writ-
ing   m it   = F ( ω it   ,  k it  )   would be sufficient. 

35 We use the ninety-ninth percentile in the data, which is   n max   = 179 . 
36 We estimate on every NACE two-digit sector with more than 20 firms present. They are NACE 15, 20, 21, 22, 

24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36. 
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The  h( )  function is approximated by a linear combination  ln  m  it    ,  ln  k  it    , and  G ( n  it  )   
as well as these variables squared. The  first  stage estimation is unable to identify the 
effect of imports on revenue, as the contribution of imported products enters both 
directly (as  γ aG( n  it  ) ) and indirectly through the performance term   ω it    .

We have chosen to specify a nonparametric control function,  F( )  which is incor-
rectly specified given our chosen functional forms, but which may be consistent 
with more general models. We derive a parametric control function consistent with 
the chosen functional forms and report the results from an alternative estimation 
approach in Section IVC.

Second Stage.—In the  second  stage, we first rewrite performance in terms of pre-
dicted   h  it    from the  first  stage,

(22)    ω ˆ   it   =   h ˆ   it   −  β  k  ∗  ln  k  it   −  γ   ∗  aG ( n  it  ) ,  

where superscript  ∗  denotes that the variable is multiplied by  (η − 1)/ζ > 0 . Using 
(22) to substitute for   ω it    and   ω it−1    into the Markov process from equation (14) then 
yields

(23)    h  ˆ   it    =  α  0   +  β  k  ∗  ln  k   it   +  γ   ∗  aG ( n  it  )  +  α 1   [  h  ˆ   it−1   −  β  k  ∗  ln  k   it−1   −  γ   ∗  aG ( n  it−1  ) ]  

 +  α 2     [  h  ˆ   it−1   −  β  k  ∗  ln  k   it−1   −  γ   ∗  aG ( n  it−1  ) ]    
2
  +  α 3    d   it−1   +  ξ it   . 

This is the  second  stage estimating equation, which relates predicted revenue to the 
current and lagged capital stock, the number of imported inputs, lagged predicted 
revenue, and the R&D dummy   d   it−1   .

We proceed by estimating equation (23) by generalized method of moments 
(GMM). As    h  ˆ   it−1    ,   k   it−1    , and   d   it−1    are determined in  t − 1  , and since   ξ it    is the unan-
ticipated part of firm performance in year  t  , these variables are orthogonal to the error 
term. The number of imported products   n  it    , however, responds to the error term. The 
lagged   n  it−1    , on the other hand, was chosen before   ξ it    , and is therefore uncorrelated 
with the shock. In our baseline specification, we therefore instrument  G ( n  it  )   with the 
lagged value  G ( n  it−1  )  . The instrument set also consists of these variables squared. 
We also allow the R&D term to vary according to the size of the firm; specifically 
we add an interaction term   α  3  S  Smal l  i   ×  d   it−1    where  Smal l  i   = 1  if the firm’s ini-
tial employment is smaller than median employment in the sample, and  Smal l  i   = 0  
otherwise.37 Finally, we allow the constant term in the Markov process to vary by 
industry by including industry (NACE two-digit) fixed effects. In sum, this gives us 
24 moment conditions and 22 unknowns (  α 0    ,   α 1    ,   α 2    ,   α 3    ,   α  3  S   ,   β  k  ∗   ,   γ   ∗  a , and 15 indus-
try dummies). Our estimates are then found by minimizing the sum of squared sam-
ple moments. We report coefficient estimates using equal weights for every moment 
(one-step estimator) and report specifications tests using a two-step estimator.38

37 The median hours worked per firm is 141,000 hours, or 79 employees given 1,800 hours worked annually 
per employee. 

38 In practice, the one-step and two-step estimators produce very similar results. Two-step estimators are found 
to have finite-sample bias in short panels (Altonji and Segal 1996). 
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The  second  stage enables us to identify the impact of R&D investments and 
imports of intermediate inputs on firm performance. Given that outsourcing reduces 
marginal costs, we expect that   γ   ∗  a  is positive. Given that R&D investment posi-
tively shifts the firm performance process, we expect that   α 3    is positive. Given the 
estimates of   β  k  ∗   and   γ   ∗  a  , one can back out performance    ω ˆ   it    from equation (22).

Identification.—In the  first  stage revenue function, the number of imported prod-
ucts   n  it    enters both in the control function   F ̃  ( )  , as input prices vary according to 
sourcing strategy, and directly in  G ( n  it  )  . Hence, the impact of imports on revenue is 
not identified in the  first  stage. This is reminiscent of the methodology in Ackerberg, 
Caves, and Frazer (2006), where identification occurs exclusively in the  second  
stage. The role of the  first  stage is therefore to isolate and eliminate the portion of 
output that is determined by either unanticipated shocks or by measurement error.

In the  second  stage (equation (23)), we identify the impact of R&D and imported 
intermediates on firm performance by exploiting variation in   d  it−1    and   n  it−1    con-
ditional on lagged performance   ω it−1   . Performance is captured by the term 
(   h  ˆ   it−1   −  β  k  ∗  ln  k  it−1   −  γ   ∗  aG ( n  it−1  )  ) in equation (23), ensuring that any spurious cor-
relation between, e.g.,    h  ˆ   it    and imports is controlled for. The remaining variation that 
is unobservable to the econometrician,   ξ  it    , is mean independent of all information 
known at  t − 1  , and is therefore uncorrelated with the instrument set.

The control function approach allows us to estimate the import and R&D effect by 
comparing outcomes of two equally productive firms that differ only in their sourc-
ing or R&D behavior. Conditional on firm performance, the number of imported 
intermediate goods,   n   it    , varies across firms due to variation in the import fixed cost   f   i   . 
Note that the way we model the discrete R&D and importing decisions is not essen-
tial for identification, as we condition on the observed R&D and importing choice 
in the data. Hence, our estimator is robust to alternative models of the R&D and 
import decision.

B. Results

The parameter estimates from the estimation of equations (21) and (23) are 
reported in Table 10.

Column 1 reports the baseline results. Column 2 does not instrument   n  it    with 
lagged values, which would be the preferred specification if the number of imported 
products were uncorrelated with the shock   ξ it   . Column 3 is estimated under the 
restriction that intermediate input prices are homogeneous and that the number of 
imported products does not have any impact on firm performance. Formally, this 
amounts to ignoring the term   γ   ∗  aG ( n  it  )   in the  first  as well as the  second  stage.  
As pointed out in Section IVC, our specification of R&D as a binary dummy vari-
able is motivated by the fact that a large number of firms report zero R&D invest-
ment. We also estimate an alternative specification with log R&D expenditure as the 
independent variable. The results are reported in column 4.

The capital coefficient   β  k  ∗   is positive and significant across all specifications, 
implying that variable costs are lower and revenue is higher for firms with higher 
capital stock. The  a  γ   ∗   coefficient captures the effect of the number of imported 
products on revenue. In the baseline case, the elasticity of revenue with respect to 
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imported products is approximately 0.20.39 To get a sense for the economic signifi-
cance of this result, we rank firms according to their number of imported products. 
Based on the estimated elasticity of revenue, we find that a firm in the third quartile 
in terms of international sourced products has roughly 20 percent higher sales than 
the median firm.40 The specifications reported in column 2 and 4 show the same 
pattern, although the magnitudes are somewhat smaller in these cases. In all four 
specifications, the impact of lagged productivity on current productivity, measured 
by   α 1    and   α 2    , is strong and precisely estimated, indicating that serial correlation 
in   ω it    is high.

The short-run impact of R&D investment on revenue, captured by   α 3   ,  is 8 per-
cent. However, the R&D impact is heterogeneous across firms;   α  3  S   is negative and 
significant, suggesting that R&D only generates growth among large firms. A poten-
tial explanation for this is that capacity constraints are less binding for large firms. 
For example, small firms may have to reduce output during a transition phase when 
the R&D activity is starting. The estimate of   α 3    only captures the one period impact 
of R&D investments, while our dynamic model predicts a potentially different 
response in the long run. We therefore calculate the mean long-run impact of R&D 
on revenue based on the estimates from the baseline case (column 1). Iterating on 
the Markov process in equation (23), we find that a firm performing R&D in every 
period on average has 24 percent higher sales compared to a firm that never invests 

39 Recall that we have used the specification  G ( n it  )  = ln (1 +  n it  ) /ln (1 +  n    max  )   , so  ∂   h ˆ   it  /∂ ln  n it    
= aγ/ln ( n   max   + 1)  × n/ (n + 1)  . When  n/ (n + 1)  ≈ 1  , then  ∂   h ˆ   it  /∂ ln  n it   ≈ 0.20 . 

40 The third quartile and median of the distribution of the number of imported products are 51 and 26 in 2005. 

Table 10—GMM Estimates

Baseline
(1) 

n exogenous
(2) 

No imports
(3) 

Cont. R&D
(4) 

Capital   ( β  k  ∗ )  0.69*** 0.74*** 0.80*** 0.68***
(0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.05)

No. imported products ( a  γ   ∗  ) 1.06*** 0.66*** 1.05***
(0.32) (0.17) (0.32)

Productivit  y t−1    (  α 1   ) 0.42*** 0.43*** 0.45*** 0.41***
(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

Productivit  y  t−1  
2
   (  α 2   ) 0.04*** 0.04*** 0.04*** 0.04***

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
R&  D t−1    (  α 3   ) 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.10*** 0.01***

(0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.00)
  × Smal l   i      ( α  3  S )  −0.10** −0.09** −0.10** −0.01**

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.00)

Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 2,495 2,495 2,495 2,495
Firms 927 927 927 927

Notes: Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses, clustered by firm. Bootstrap is performed with 250 repeti-
tions; firms are sampled with replacement, keeping their entire time path together. R&D is a binary variable in col-
umns 1–3, and log(1 + R&D expenditure) in column 4. Estimates of constant term omitted from table.

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.
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in R&D.41 Of course, the total impact of R&D on revenue (and marginal costs) 
is higher than this, since R&D enables the firm to reduce costs by sourcing more 
foreign varieties. We calculate the magnitude of this indirect effect in the counter-
factual in Section V.

An important finding is that the R&D effect is estimated to be higher in the case 
where heterogeneity in input prices are not controlled for (column 3). In this case, 
the R&D effect appears more than 25 percent higher. We view this as additional 
empirical evidence of the complementarity between R&D and trade in intermediates. 
Due to the complementarities between R&D and other cost-saving activities such as 
imports of intermediates, dropping the import channel will lead to an estimate of the 
impact of R&D that also includes the indirect effect through more imports.

We check the validity of the instruments with an overidentification test.  
The baseline model in column 1 in Table 10 produces a J-statistic and p-value of 
0.04 and 0.98 respectively, indicating we cannot reject the null that the over-identi-
fying restrictions are valid.

C. Additional Robustness Tests

Parametric Control Function.—Our baseline specification uses a nonparametric 
control function   ω it    , which allows us to estimate the first stage with a polynomial 
in   m   it    ,   k    it    , and   n   it    (the  h( )  function). This section develops an alternative estimator 
based on the assumed functional form of the production function.

Online Appendix Section E shows that the control function for   ω it    becomes

(24)   ω it   =  κ 5   −   1 _ ζ   ln  Φ t   +  β  l  ∗  ln  w  t   −  γ   ∗  aG ( n   it  )  + ln  m   it   −  β  k  ∗  ln  k    it   . 

Inserting the Markov process into the revenue function, and then substituting   ω it−1    
and   ω  it−1  2    with the parametric   F ̃    above yields the estimating equation (see online 
Appendix F)

   ln   r ̃   it   =  κ 6   +  β  k  ∗  ln   k ̃     it   +  γ   ∗  a G ̃   ( n  it  ) 

 +  α 1  ′   (ln   m ̃    it−1   −  γ   ∗  a G ̃   ( n  it−1  )  −  β  k  ∗  ln   k ̃     it−1  ) 

 +  α 2     (ln   m ̃    it−1   −  γ   ∗  a G ̃   ( n  it−1  )  −  β  k  ∗  ln   k ̃     it−1  )    
2
  +  α 3     d ̃   it−1   +   ξ ̃   it   +   ϵ ̃   it   , 

where  ̃   denotes variables expressed relative to yearly means. We estimate the model 
by GMM using the same instruments as in the main text. Here, we identify all 
parameters of interest in the  first  stage, i.e., there is no need to estimate the model in 
two stages. Column 1 in Table 11 shows the results; overall the estimates are quite 
close to the baseline.

The expressions above highlight a potential problem with the nonparametric 
approach used in the baseline. Inserting equation (24) into the revenue function in 

41 We calculate the long-run impact of R&D by setting   d  it−1   = 0  in every period for a perpetual non-innovator 
and   d  it−1   = 1  in every period for a perpetual innovator. 
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equation (12) shows that the resulting  h( )  function becomes simply  h ( )  = ln  m   it    , 
i.e., it is no longer a function of   k    it    and   n   it   . Hence, the  first  stage is incorrectly speci-
fied given the assumptions of the model. However, the baseline nonparametric spec-
ification may be justified within more general theoretical specifications, for instance 
if there are more dynamics in the maximization problem of the firm.

Nonconstant Relative Import Prices.—A potential concern is that the advantage 
of importing intermediates is assumed identical and constant across all intermedi-
ate products and years, i.e.,   a  jt   = a . Import prices trended downward during the 
sample period (Figure 6 in the online Appendix), suggesting that a more flexible 
specification may be preferred. As a further robustness check we estimate a speci-
fication where we allow  a  to vary over time and across small and large firms, with  
Smal l   i    defined as above. The  first  stage of the estimation procedure is modified 
by including the interaction terms  G ( n  it  )  × Yea r  t    and  G ( n   it  )  × Smal l   i    in the poly-
nomial  h ( k    it   ,  m   it   ,  n   it  )  . The  second  stage is altered in a similar fashion, by includ-
ing the same set of interaction terms and instrumenting with their lagged values.  
The results are shown in Table 11 column 2. Our findings suggest that  a  is indeed 
not constant, as there is some evidence that import prices were slightly higher earlier 
in the sample period, and also that small firms faced slightly higher relative import 
prices. However, accounting for time-varying relative import prices do not materi-
ally change any conclusions from the baseline case, as the overall effects are quite 
close to the baseline.

Export Status.—The previous literature has emphasized the impact of exporting 
on productivity dynamics. A common technique is to include the lagged export sta-
tus of the firm in the Markov process for productivity (e.g., Aw, Roberts, and Xu 
2011 and De Loecker 2013). As a simple robustness check, we therefore include 
lagged export status in equation (14), and reestimate the model. We find that this 

Table 11—GMM Estimates, Sensitivity

Struct.  F( )  Variable  a 

Capital   ( β  k  ∗ )  0.57*** (0.06) 0.66*** (0.05)
Number imported products ( a  γ   ∗  ) 1.76*** (0.39) 1.24*** (0.29)
  × 1999  −0.13*** (0.03)
  × 2001  −0.11*** (0.03)
  × 2003  −0.19*** (0.02)
  × Smal l  i    −0.30** (0.01)
Productivit  y t−1    (  α 1   ) 0.61*** (0.04) 0.39*** (0.05)
Productivit  y  t−1  

2    (  α 2   ) 0.20*** (0.05) 0.04*** (0.01)
R&  D t−1    (  α 3   ) 0.05** (0.03) 0.03 (0.02)
  × Smal l  i      ( α  3  S )  −0.13*** (0.04) −0.04 (0.04)

Industry fixed effects Yes (0.01) Yes

Observations 2,495 2,495
Firms 927 927

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered by firm. Omitted categories are year 
2005 and  Smal l i   = 0 .

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
 ** Significant at the 5 percent level.
  * Significant at the 10 percent level.
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extension has a negligible impact on our results and that the estimated coefficient 
for lagged exports is not significantly different from zero (detailed results available 
upon request).

V. Simulation: Quantifying Effects and Importance

In this paper, we have emphasized one particular mechanism that gives rise to 
complementarity between R&D investments and trade in intermediates. In this 
section, we evaluate the empirical importance of this mechanism. We know from 
our reduced-form results in Section II that the decline in R&D costs due to the 
tax credit introduced in 2002 raised the average number of imported products per 
firm by 8–14 percent (see Table 5, columns 4–6). Here we ask what the increase 
in imports would have been according to the structural model (see Sections III and 
IV), given the increase in R&D observed in the data. We find that our model pro-
duces a 7.7 percent increase in the average number of imported products for R&D 
starters. This suggests that most of the effect from the reduced-form evidence can be 
explained by our proposed theoretical mechanism.

Note that we do not rely on, or estimate, the decision rule for R&D investment 
in the simulation. Instead, we simply condition on the observed R&D status of the 
firm and then infer their optimal imports, using the estimated parameters of the 
model. An alternative evaluation strategy would be to model the R&D decision rule 
explicitly, and then feed the R&D subsidy into the model to investigate both changes 
in R&D and imports. We choose the simpler approach for two reasons. First, con-
ditioning on observed R&D enables us to simulate the model without explicitly 
modeling the R&D decision, which would entail an additional layer of assumptions 
as well as parameters to be estimated. We remain relatively agnostic when it comes 
to the exact determinants behind the firms’ R&D decisions. Second, as the main 
objective of the paper is to assess the interdependence between R&D and imports, 
and not to estimate the determinants of R&D itself, for our purposes it is not strictly 
necessary to estimate the R&D decision rule.

First, we calculate predicted 2001 revenue for all the firms in our sample, that is,  
 ln   r ̂   i  2001    , using the estimates from the  first  stage in equation (21). Given the estimate 
of   γ   ∗  a  from the  second  stage, we construct the vector of predicted revenues for any 
potential choice of  n  , that is,  ln   r ̂   i  2001   (n)  . Given knowledge about per-product fixed 
cost   f  i    and the elasticity of substitution  σ  (see the paragraph below), the vector of 
gross profits    π ˆ   i  2001   (n)   as well as the optimal   n  i  ∗   and net profits    π ˆ   i  2001   ( n  i  ∗ )  −  n  i  ∗   f   i    are 
calculated according to equation (13). This gives us a 2001 baseline simulation of 
imported inputs in the economy.

For each firm, per-product fixed costs   f   i    are drawn from a lognormal distribution,  
ln  f   i   ∼ N (μ,  σ ln f  )  .42  μ  and   σ lnf    represent the mean and standard deviation of  ln  f   i    and 
are calibrated according to the following procedure. A high   f   i    leads to fewer firms 
importing. We therefore calibrate  μ  to match the share of non-importers in the model 
to the same share in the data. Variation in   f   i    leads to more variation in   n  i  ∗   across 
firms with similar performance. We therefore calibrate   σ ln f    to match the  standard 

42 We draw 50   f i    for each firm, so that the simulated sample is 50 times larger than the actual sample. This 
ensures that variability in the   f i    draws has a negligible impact on the target moments described in this paragraph. 
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 deviation of  ln ( n  i  ∗ /  r ̂   i  2001   ( n  i  ∗ ) )   in the model to the same standard deviation in the 
data. This results in  μ = 4.75  , which equals US$ 34,100 or 0.14 percent of median 
revenue. All target moments and calibrated values are summarized in Table 12. The 
elasticity of substitution ( σ ) is set to four, which is the mean 1990 –2001 elasticity at 
the SITC-3 level reported by Broda and Weinstein (2006).

We can now shock our economic environment. Using the population of firms that 
are operating both pre- and post-reform (2001 and 2005), we identify the set  Ω  of 
firms that were not investing in R&D in 2001 but were investing in R&D in 2005 
and classify them as R&D starters. These firms are part of the treatment group in 
the DID analysis presented in Section II, and are accordingly exposed to the R&D 
policy shock.43 Eighteen percent of the firms are classified as R&D starters. We then 
ask what the level of revenue for the R&D starters would be in 2005 according to our 
model, if they invested in R&D in 2003. In other words, we calculate predicted reve-
nue and profits  ln   r ̂    i  

cf  (n)   and    π ˆ    i  
cf  (n)   for the R&D starters by adding the revenue gains 

from R&D estimated in the previous section (from equation (23)), keeping all else 
constant.44 Finally, we let the R&D starters reoptimize their number of imported 
inputs   n  i  

∗cf  .
We evaluate the fit of the model by comparing the simulated change in the num-

ber of imported products with the reduced form results. The results in Section II 
indicated that the R&D policy raised the average number of imported products by 
firms exposed to the shock by 8–14 percent (see Table 5). The corresponding aver-
age simulated increase,   n ˆ   ≡  ∑ i∈Ω        n  i  

∗cf /  ∑ i∈Ω        n  i  ∗   , is 7.7 percent, suggesting that 
our model can explain most of the import surge among firms exposed to the policy 
shock.

43 The regressions of the policy reform on the number of imported inputs use both zero-R&D and positive-R&D 
firms in the treatment and control groups. As such, the reduced form results capture the extensive margin adjustment 
that is the focus of the model. 

44 Specifically,  ln   r ̂    i  
cf

  (n)  = ln   r ̂   i  2001   (n)  + dω  for R&D starters and  ln   r ̂    i  
cf

  (n)  = ln   r ̂   i  2001   (n)   for all other firms, 
where  dω  is the short-run change in performance according to the estimated Markov process (equation (23)). 

Table 12—Simulation

Value

Target moments
 Share non-importers 0.086
 SD  ln ( n i 2001  / r it 2001  )   1.38

Calibrated parameters
  μ  5.32

   σ ln f    1.36

Percent counterfactual change in   n   ∗  

   ∑ i∈Ω        n  i  
∗cf

 /  ∑ i∈Ω        n  i  ∗   7.7

Percent revenue growth for R&D starters, total

   ∑ i∈Ω         r ̂    i  
cf

  ( n  i  
∗cf

  ) /  ∑ i∈Ω         r ̂   i 2001   ( n  i  ∗ )   10.3

Percent revenue growth for R&D starters, no import adjustment

   ∑ i∈Ω         r ̂    i  
cf

  ( n  i  ∗ ) /  ∑ i∈Ω         r ̂   i 2001   ( n  i  ∗ )   8.3
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Note that we never estimated a relationship between R&D and imports in the 
structural model. Rather, we estimated revenue conditional on imports and R&D. As 
a consequence, there is nothing in the model that mechanically produces a counter-
factual growth in  n  close to the actual growth in  n . In the online Appendix Section I, 
we also explore the full distribution of actual and simulated   n  i    . Also note that R&D 
is a binary decision in the model while it is continuous in the data. The R&D pol-
icy reform is likely to have affected both the intensive and extensive margin of 
R&D investment, whereas the theoretical model only includes the extensive margin. 
Adding the intensive margin to the model would in all likelihood give a stronger 
counterfactual increase in foreign sourcing   n ˆ   . Hence, we interpret our simulation 
results as a lower bound on the complementarity effect between R&D and imports.

Next, we decompose the growth in revenue. R&D starters sell more as R&D 
on average increases their performance   ω it    , but also since higher performance 
makes them import more products, which lowers costs and increases revenue. 
The two last rows in Table 12 decompose the growth in revenue. Aggregate rev-
enue growth for R&D starters is   ∑ i∈Ω         r ̂    i  

cf  ( n  i  
∗cf   ) /  ∑ i∈Ω         r ̂   i2001   ( n  i  ∗ )   , which is 10.3 

percent. Revenue growth for R&D starters given that firms cannot reoptimize   n  i    is  
  ∑ i∈Ω         r ̂    i  

cf  ( n  i  ∗ ) /  ∑ i∈Ω         r ̂   i2001   ( n  i  ∗ )   , which is 8.3 percent. Hence, roughly one-fifth  
((10.3 − 8.3)/10.3) of aggregate revenue growth among R&D starters stems from 
sourcing more foreign products, illustrating how trade amplifies marginal cost 
reductions in our model. In our view, that an R&D policy can boost revenue (and 
lower costs) of this magnitude due to imports is indeed remarkable.

VI. Conclusions

The returns to R&D investments are well documented. There is also substantial 
empirical evidence on the impact of imported intermediates on firms’ productivity. 
What we know less about is the relationship between R&D investment and interna-
tional sourcing. This paper attempts to close the gap. We have developed a model 
proposing a simple mechanism for complementarity between R&D investment and 
trade in intermediates. The model is motivated by reduced form evidence suggest-
ing that an R&D reform that led to lower R&D costs had a benign impact not only 
on R&D but also on imports. We propose a straightforward and novel mechanism 
by which input trade liberalization fosters R&D investment. In the model, declin-
ing input trade barriers lower marginal production costs and raise firm profits. This 
in turn raises the relative returns to incurring R&D costs. We develop a structural 
estimator and quantify the returns to foreign sourcing and R&D investments. Our 
estimates show substantial returns to both activities, and underscore the importance 
of accounting for the complementarity between them.

In this paper we have emphasized one particular theoretical channel that gives 
rise to complementarity, but there may be other mechanisms that are operating at the 
same time. For example, R&D may be complementary to a set of inputs that are not 
always available in the domestic market. We have also sacrificed some realism in the 
model by ruling out intensive margin changes in R&D, which may also affect sourc-
ing decisions. However, by comparing our reduced form estimates with a simulation 
based on the estimated structural model, we are able to evaluate the importance of 
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the theoretical mechanism we propose. We find that most of the import surge that 
occurred in the aftermath of the policy change can be attributed to the proposed 
theoretical mechanism. Hence, the results suggest that our proposed theoretical 
mechanism goes a long way in explaining the reduced form results from Section II. 
We find that one-fifth of revenue growth among R&D starters stems from sourcing 
more foreign products, while the remaining part stems from R&D investment. An 
important implication of our work is therefore that R&D policies have ramifications 
beyond innovation, and that international trade can amplify the benign impact of 
such policies on performance and growth.
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